VÖLKERRECHTSBLOG IMAGE GUIDELINES

- Völkerrechtsblog welcomes contributions that include images.
- The images are meant to illustrate the text, hence we do not publish images that show the author.
- Images should be provided by contributors. Let us know if you need assistance.
- The editors may refuse an image or publish the text without an image after prior consultation with the author.
- Images need to meet certain legal requirements. For details and for suggestions on how to search for images online please see below.

Image Requirements

a Images provided by the authors

You can either submit a photo that you took yourself or an image that was provided to you by another person given that this person has granted the permission to let us publish the image on the blog. Please send us this confirmation via email.

We may refuse to publish an image if the legal status is unclear.

b Images from online sources

Images from online sources can only be used if the license permits the publication on the blog. This could be e.g. a Creative Commons license like CC-BY-SA. Please submit this information (source, name of photographer, license details) together with the image so we can give proper credit.

c Other requirements

We may refuse images if they show explicite violence or if they are racist, sexist, pornographic or violate other legal provisions.

The editorial guidelines for the publication of comments will be applied accordingly.

Where to look for images:

→ Please make sure that you only look for images with a license that permits the publication on the blog.

Databases such as Flickr allow to search only for photos with a Creative Commons license. >> https://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/

As an academic legal blog Völkerrechtsblog may also publish photos from UN photo. Please keep in mind that a UN photo account is necessary. If you do not have one, please let the blog
editors know and we'll see if we can download the photo for you. (http://www.unmultimedia.org/photo/)

Furthermore:

>>Creative Commons Search: https://search.creativecommons.org
>>Wikimedia Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
>>Google Advanced Image Search: http://www.google.de/advanced_image_search

Another list with links to image search engines and databases:

>> http://www.schallgrenzen.de/lizenzfreie-creative-commons-bilder-finden/